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Meet the Designer. Claire Hamilton from www.sofasinstock.co.uk on Leather Sofas

Sofas in stock offers a wide range of sofas, leather sofas, fabric sofas, corner sofas and sofa beds. Interest
free credit available on all sofas with free UK delivery.

Feb. 24, 2010 - PRLog -- Meet the Designer.
Claire Hamilton from 
www.sofasinstock.co.uk on Leather Sofas

Leather sofas are a perfect addition to any room, and will add a touch of luxury to any environment. High
quality real leather has such an irresistible look and feel - so cover a sofa in it and you have pure bliss! Your
sofa is often the focal point of your living room, so why settle for anything less than the best? 

Designer Claire Hamilton from Sofasinstock.co.uk absolutely enthuses about all things sofas!  She is
committed to bringing you superior comfort, distinctive style and superb quality and has a fabulous range
of leather sofas for you to choose from in an array of gorgeous shades. “We understand how important it is
to buy a sofa to match your living space,” explains Claire, “chocolate browns, creams and blacks will easily
complement both modern and traditional interiors, and if you're looking for something a bit quirkier - we've
got that too!” 
When it comes to style, 3 seater, 2 seater and corner units offer plenty of seating options if you like
entertaining friends, or crack open the popcorn and enjoy your own movie night with a reclining leather
sofa or armchair – the ultimate in luxury.

Although it may cost a little more than a fabric covered sofa, a top quality leather sofa is a great investment
- they are incredibly hard wearing and will last for years. “In fact.” As Claire explains, “leather is one of
those products that tends to improve with age!”  Add to that the fact that they are easy to keep clean and
buying a leather sofa becomes a no-brainer! To view the range of leather sofas selected by Claire visit
 www.sofasinstock.co.uk
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